
THE BENEFITS OF MAGNET TRAINING:
• Deep, expert-level practical knowledge of Magnet AXIOM

• Usage of Magnet RAM Capture, AXIOM Wordlist Generator, and other third-party tools

• Learn how to improve the acquisition and analysis of your computer data

• Get a deeper dive into Windows data and all the places you can piece the story together

• Find out how to get access to encrypted data 

OVERVIEW
Computer forensics can be a crucial part of any investigation. Whether it’s piecing together 
activity to showcase intent, or finding incriminating evidence itself, there’s no shortage of 
places to look on modern computers. And with constantly expanding memory and more 
sophisticated software, there were will always be new places to look.

Magnet AXIOM can be an extremely valuable tool in the acquisition, analyzing, and 
reporting of that information — bringing it together in an intuitive and robust solution 
that saves you time and helps you solve more cases.

MAKING TRAINING A TOP PRIORITY FOR DIGITAL FORENSICS

MAGNET FORENSICS TRAINING

Magnet AXIOM Advanced  
Computer Forensics (AX250)

Magnet Forensics Training and Certification helps empower users to know how 
to find the right information and bring expertise to add valuable context.

Training that Helps Solve More Cases and Save More Time



For more information, contact us. We also offer private or custom training for organizations,  
so please reach out if there are any needs we can meet.
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WHO IS MAGNET AXIOM ADVANCED COMPUTER FORENSICS (AX250) FOR?
AXIOM Advanced Computer Forensics (AX250) is an expert-level four-day training course, designed for 
participants who are somewhat familiar with the principals of digital forensics and who are seeking to expand their  
knowledge base on advanced forensics and leverage Magnet AXIOM to improve their computer investigations. 
  
WHY DO I NEED IT?
AXIOM is easy to navigate, but AX250 will help attendees discover the depth and true value of AXIOM when 
conducting investigations with computer evidence — saving you hours that can now be spent on deeper analysis 
and faster collaboration.

Our world-class trainers will bring their years of expertise to the classroom and share the latest trends that 
examiners need to be aware of, keeping them one step ahead in their investigations. Magnet Forensics trainers 
have had active experience in investigations and forensics, which means they bring with them a wealth 
of knowledge. That knowledge provides attendees with tips and tricks for driving better forensics results. The 
opportunity to ask questions and engage with our trainers is invaluable.

WHAT ARE THE OUTCOMES
When students attend AX250, they get a dedicated four-day course that will utilize instructor-led scenario-based 
exercises to reinforce the learning objectives of the specific learning modules. It will further enhance your 
understanding of Magnet AXIOM’s functionality in computer analysis and its application within the forensic workflow. 
In the end, students that complete Magnet Training are better equipped to get through cases faster, more  
thoroughly, and with fewer mistakes — saving departments hours of backlogged cases and ensuring higher 
conviction rates.

WHAT’S NEXT?
If you haven’t already, you can go complete the AXIOM Examinations (AX200) course. Upon completion of the 
AX200 course, you can obtain Magnet Certified Forensics Examiner (MCFE) Certification for free. Credibility is 
crucial when presenting evidence, and by obtaining MCFE certification, you can display your competence and 
expertise with forensics tools and be recognized as an authority when sharing and reporting on your findings 
— whether to stakeholders or in a courtroom setting.

HOW DO I TAKE PART IN AXIOM ADVANCED COMPUTER FORENSICS (AX250)?
Visit the magnetforensics.com/training to see our upcoming schedule and choose the date and location 
that work best for you.

Upon successfully completing the AXIOM Advanced Computer Forensics (AX250) 
course, you can obtain Magnet Certified Forensic Examiner (MCFE) certification for free.

https://www.magnetforensics.com/contact-us/
https://www.magnetforensics.com/digital-forensics-training/courses/advanced-computer-examinations/
https://www.magnetforensics.com/digital-forensics-training/certification/mcfe-axiom/

